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Examination 1CEN 4500C Computer Network FundamentalsFebruary 13, 1995Instrutions1. This is a losed-book, 50-minute examination.2. You may use one 8.5" by 11" sheet of notes for referene.3. Answer any four (4) questions, and no more.4. Eah question is worth �fteen (15) points.5. Start the answer to eah question on a new page (i.e., do not put the answer to more than onequestion on the same page).6. Show your work. No work, no redit.7. Assemble your answers in numerial order of the questions when you submit them.8. Do not turn the page and start until the protor tells you to start.9. Leave a 1" square in the upper left orner for a staple.10. Read and sign the following statement. You may write this on your exam and sign it there ifyou wish to take the exam questions home with you today. Do not disuss this exam with anyonein this ourse who has not yet taken this exam.

On my honor, I have neither given nor reeived unauthorized aid on this examination, and I will notdisuss the ontents of this examination with any student who has not yet taken this examination.Signed: 1



1. (a) (6) Name and desribe three distint forms of transmission impairment.(b) (3) For eah form of transmission impairment you desribe, give a pratial means of reduingor eliminating its e�et. How well does this method work?() (4) In what ways does digitization of an analog signal introdue noise? Be spei� and provideillustrations.(d) (2) In light of the previous question, why are analog signals digitized?2. (a) (5) Desribe and ompare Biphase enoding with Bipolar enoding. Be quantitative wherepossible.(b) (3) Consider a spetral band between 20.001 GHz and 20.021 GHz with an SNR of 21.7 dB.What is the theoretial maximum data rate for this hannel?() (3) Assuming the data rate for the previous part was 320 MHz (it isn't), how many signalelements must be used to ahieve that data rate?(d) (4) Give PSK and ASK phase-amplitude onstellations for a hannel whose baud rate is onehalf its data rate. Label the signal elements with their digital values in a way that minimizeserrors and state why your labeling does this.3. (a) (4) Draw the signal forms for NRZ-M, RZ, Bipolar AMI and Manhester oding for the digitaldata: 1011000000000000000011101.(b) (3) Apply B8ZS srambling to the data above and show the signal form.() (6) What problems an our with single bit errors when B8ZS enoding is used? Giveexamples for eah and state the e�et the error has.(d) (2) Distinguish pulse stuÆng from bit stuÆng.
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4. (a) (4) Give the (15,11) 1-bit error orreting Hamming Code word for the data 11001111001(assume numbering with LSB to the right). Indiate whih bits are parity.(b) (2) Corrupt bit 7 and show how the ode an �nd and orret the error.() (3) What would the deoder do if bits 7 and 9 were orrupted? Why?(d) (3) Given the polynomial P (X) = X5 +X2 +X + 1, ompute the CRC for the data fromabove. Show the transmitted quantity, indiating data and parity bits.(e) (3) Corrupt bits 7 and 9 andshow that the CRC detets the error.5. Consider a system in whih Sliding Window ARQ is to be used, with a data rate of R = 64 Mbps,frame length L = 1000 bits/frame, and propagation delay � = 4 mse. Assume the frames inlude 2otets for frame synhronization, 2 otets for addressing, 2 otets for data length, type, and ontrolinformation (not inluding sequene numbers), 2 otets for CRC, and use piggybaking.(a) (4) What should the sequene number size be to maximize utilization if GBN ARQ is used?(b) (4) What is the net data rate ahieved (inluding framing overhead)? Assume no errors, butinlude alulations for framing overhead in addition to protool overhead.() (4) What would be the e�et on utilization of using SR-ARQ instead with the same sequenenumber length?(d) (3) Disuss the tradeo�s of using piggybaked aknowledgements - what additional omplex-ity/overhead is inurred, and what bene�ts are gained?
6. (a) (6) Compare and ontrast TDM and FDM - what are their relative advantages and disadvan-tages?(b) (2) Consider a multiplexor with 24 inoming lines, eah with a maximum data rate of 56 kbps,with eah line atually transmitting data one quarter of the time. Assuming synhronous TDMwith otet interleaving, what must the outgoing line's data rate be?() (4) Now suppose that the same multiplexor uses asynhronous TDM instead, with minimumaddressing overhead. If the outgoing line is designed to have 80% utilization, what should itsraw data rate be?(d) (3) Given the asynhronous TDM mux from above, what is the mean delay inurred for thedata going through the mux, assuming an exponential interarrival distribution?
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